Basic topological constructions of manifold stratified spaces and stratified approximate fibrations are studied. These include products of manifold stratified spaces, products and compositions of stratified approximate fibrations and Euclidean stabilization of stratified approximate fibrations. The main result shows that the adjunction of two manifold stratified spaces via a manifold stratified approximate fibration is a manifold stratified space.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to establish some basic properties of constructions involving manifold stratified spaces. These are the spaces introduced by Quinn [14] as the natural setting for the study of topological stratified phenomena. Manifold stratified spaces are the topological analogues of the smoothly stratified sets of Thom [16] and Mather [13] (see Goresky and MacPherson [4] for an exposition). Earlier Siebenmann [15] had introduced a category of topologically stratified spaces less inclusive than Quinn's, but the locally conelike condition of Siebenmann has proved to be too rigid (see [12] ).
The theory of manifold stratified spaces is closely related to the theory of stratified approximate fibrations. In this paper we study constructions of manifold stratified spaces and stratified approximate fibrations. The main result is that the adjunction of two manifold stratified spaces via a stratified approximate fibration is also a manifold stratified space (Theorem 6.2). Other constructions studied here include products of manifold stratified spaces, products and compositions of stratified approximate fibrations and Euclidean stabilization of stratified approximate fibrations.
Most of the results established in this paper are crucial to [9] which contains a proof of the Approximate Tubular Neighborhood Theorem for manifold stratified spaces.
Manifold stratified spaces
This section contains the basic definitions from the theory of topological stratifications as presented in [5] [6] [7] 14] . Quinn [14] is the original source for most of these ideas. Definition 2.1. A stratification of a space X consists of an index set I and a locally finite partition {X i } i∈I of locally closed subspaces of X (the X i are pairwise disjoint and their union is X). For i ∈ I, X i is called the i-stratum and the closed set
is called the i-skeleton. We say X is a space with a stratification.
For a space X with a stratification {X i } i∈I , define a relation on the index set I by i j if and only if X i ⊆ cl(X j ). The Frontier Condition is satisfied if for every i, j ∈ I, X i ∩ cl(X j ) = ∅ implies X i ⊆ cl(X j ), in which case is a partial ordering of I and X i = cl(X i ) for each i ∈ I.
If X is a space with a stratification, then a map f : Z × A → X is stratum preserving along A if for each z ∈ Z, f ({z} × A) lies in a single stratum of X. In particular, a map f : Z × I → X is a stratum preserving homotopy if f is stratum preserving along I . A homotopy f : Z × I → X whose restriction to Z × [0, 1) is stratum preserving along [0, 1) is said to be nearly stratum preserving. Definition 2.2. Let X be a space with a stratification {X i } i∈I and Y ⊆ X.
(1) Y is forward tame in X if there exist a neighborhood U of Y in X and a homotopy h : U × I → X such that h 0 = inclusion : U → X, h t |Y = inclusion : Y → X for each t ∈ I, h 1 
(U ) = Y , and h((U
\
Definition 2.3.
A space X with a stratification satisfying the Frontier Condition is a manifold stratified space 1 if the following four conditions are satisfied:
(1) Forward Tameness. For each k > i, the stratum X i is forward tame in
is a fibration. (3) Compactly dominated local holinks. For each x 0 ∈ X, there exist a compact subset C of the local holink holink(X, x 0 ) and a stratum preserving homotopy
Manifold strata property. X is a locally compact, separable metric space, each stratum X i is a topological manifold (without boundary) and X has only finitely many nonempty strata. If X is only required to satisfy conditions (1) and (2), then X is a homotopically stratified space.
Definition 2.4.
A subset A of a space X with a stratification is a pure subset if A is closed and is a union of strata of X.
Stratified approximate fibrations
In this section we give the formal definitions of various types of stratified approximate fibrations. These maps are the analogues of the approximate fibrations of Coram and Duvall [3] , but the formulation given here is modeled on [11] . In Remarks 3.3 below we correct some aspects of the definitions given previously. Definition 3.1. Let X and Y be spaces with stratifications {X i } i∈I and {Y j } j ∈J , respectively, and let p : X → Y be a map.
(1) p is a stratified fibration provided that given any space Z and any commuting diagram
with F a stratum preserving homotopy, there exists a stratified solution; i.e., a stratum preserving homotopy F : Z × I → X such that F (z, 0) = f (z) for each z ∈ Z and p F = F . The diagram above is a stratified homotopy lifting problem.
(2) p is a strong stratified approximate fibration provided that given any stratified homotopy lifting problem, there exists a strong stratified controlled solution; i.e., a map F : Z × I × [0, 1) → X which is stratum preserving along I × [0, 1) such that F (z, 0, t) = f (z) for each (z, t) ∈ Z × [0, 1) and the function F : Z × I × I → Y defined by F |Z × I × [0, 1) = p F and F |Z × I × {1} = F × id {1} is continuous and stratum preserving along I × I .
(3) p is a weak stratified approximate fibration provided that given any stratified homotopy lifting problem, there exists a weak stratified controlled solution; i.e., a map
(4) p is a manifold stratified approximate fibration (MSAF) if X and Y are manifold stratified spaces and p is a proper weak stratified approximate fibration.
(5) If α is an open cover of Y , then p is a stratified α-fibration provided that given any stratified homotopy lifting problem, there exists a stratified α-solution; i.e., a stratum preserving homotopy F :
(6) p is a manifold approximate fibration (MAF) if p is an MSAF and X and Y have only one stratum each (i.e., they are manifolds). Remarks and Corrections 3.3. The difference between a strong and a weak stratified approximate fibration is in whether or not the map F : Z × I × I → Y is required to be stratum preserving along I ×I . In my previous papers [5] [6] [7] the two notions were confused. It is hoped that the following remarks will clarify the issue.
(1) The results in [5] hold when "stratified approximate fibrations" are interpreted as "strong stratified approximate fibrations". This change in terminology should be made in Definition 5.4, Remark 5.5, Lemma 7.5, Corollary 7.6 and Proposition 8.6. I suspect that Proposition 8.6 also holds for weak stratified approximate fibrations.
(2) The results in [6] hold when "stratified approximate fibrations" are interpreted as "weak stratified approximate fibrations". Thus, Definition 4.1(2) should be corrected and the terminology changed in Propositions 4.2, 5.5, 5.7, 5.8, 5.10, 5.11 and Theorem 7.3. I do not know if in Theorem 7.3 one may conclude that p is also a strong stratified approximate fibrations, but I suspect so. As an example, note that if p : X → Y is the weak stratified approximate fibration in Example 3.2 above, then cyl(p) is a homotopically stratified space, but p is not a strong stratified approximate fibration.
(3) The results in [7] hold when "stratified approximate fibrations" are interpreted as "weak stratified approximate fibrations". Thus the definition in Section 2 should be corrected and the terminology should be changed in the Main Theorem, Proposition 3. The following result on mappings cylinders is the main result from [6] and will be used several times in this paper. [1] for other conditions which insure that a mapping cylinder is a manifold stratified space.
Products, compositions and Euclidean stabilization
In this section we establish facts about products of stratified spaces, products and compositions of stratified approximate fibrations and Euclidean stabilization.
Products of spaces with stratifications
Here is the notation used in the first result. Let X and Y be spaces with stratifications {X i } i∈I and {Y j } j ∈J , respectively. The natural stratification on X × Y is given by
It is elementary to verify that this is indeed a locally finite partition by locally closed subsets. Moreover, if the stratifications of X and Y satisfy the Frontier Condition, then so does the stratification of X × Y . In fact, the induced partial order on I × J is described by Proof. The proof of (1) is straightforward and is left to the reader. For (2), suppose
is a fibration. There are three cases which give (i, j ) < (k, l):
In each of these cases, there is, respectively, a natural identification of
with the natural map:
Each of these is a fibration by hypothesis. 
where the sets on the right hand side are identified with their images in
The strata of holink(X × Y, (x 0 , y 0 )) are also indexed by A and are given by
In order to begin the definition of a homotopy equivalence ϕ, first let
The following three facts imply that ϕ is well-defined and has image in holink(X, x 0 ) * holink(Y, y 0 ):
. We only verify the first since the others are similar. So suppose 0 < ρ(ω) < 1. Then
The result follows. It is also easy to verify that ϕ takes strata to strata and preserves indices.
In order to define a stratum preserving homotopy inverse for ϕ, adopt the following notation: given any path ω : I → Z in a space Z and any t ∈ I , let t · ω be the path
It is not too difficult to verify that ϕ • ψ and ψ • ϕ are stratum preserving homotopic to the respective identities. ✷ Finally, to complete the proof of Proposition 4.1, note that (4) follows immediately from (1), (2) and (3). ✷
Products of stratified approximate fibrations
The next result concerns products of stratified approximate fibrations.
, are weak (respectively, strong) stratified approximate fibrations between spaces with stratifications, then
is also a weak (respectively, strong) stratified approximate fibration (where the product spaces are given the natural stratifications).
Proof. A stratified lifting problem
induces stratified lifting problems
where p i denotes projection to the ith factor, i = 1, 2. Weak (respectively, strong) stratified controlled solutions F i : Z × I × [0, 1) → X i of these two problems induce a weak (respectively, strong) stratified controlled solution F :
The proof of the following result is very similar to the proof of Proposition 4.3 so we omit it. 
Compositions of stratified approximate fibrations
The following fact concerns compositions of stratified approximate fibrations. 
]). ✷
The next example provides a simple example of a stratified fibration and is needed in [9] . 
It is clear that r maps strata into strata. To see that r is a stratified fibration, suppose there is a stratified lifting problem:
It is easy to verify that F is a stratified solution of the given problem. ✷
Euclidean stabilization of stratified approximate fibrations
The next result concerns stabilizing a map p : X → Y by crossing with the identity on R. It characterizes when the map p × id R is a strong stratified approximate fibration, a weak stratified approximate fibration, or an SRCF. 
To this end let ε > 0 be given. There exists an integer N such that it i N , then t i ∈ [n, +∞) for some n ∈ Z + with n 
1/ε. Let i N . Then (p × id R )F (z i , s i , t i ) is α-close to (F (z i , s i ), t i ). Hence there exists
U ∈ α such that (p × id R )F (z i , s i , t i ), (F (z i , s i ), t i ) ∈ U . In particular, U ∩ [n, +∞) = ∅, so diam U < 1/n ε. Thus, p Y (p × id R )F (z i , s i , t i ) and F (z i , s i ) are ε-close. But p Y (p × id R )F (z i , s i , t i ) = pp X F (z i , s i , t i ) = p F (z i , s i , t i ). Since F (z i , s i ) → F (z 0 , s 0 ), we may assume N is so large that F (z i , s i ) is ε-close to F (z 0 , s 0 ) for i N .
Remark 4.8. It is just a matter of definitions that any of the conditions in (A) imply those in (B), which in turn imply those of (C). Example 3.2 shows that (B) need not imply (A).
I do not know an example which shows (C) need not imply (B), but I conjecture that such an example exists. See also Remark 3.3(6).
Lemmas on compactly dominated local holinks
This section contains a couple of technical results which will be used in the next section on adjunctions. The hardest aspect in the proof of the adjunction theorem is establishing the compactly dominated holinks condition and that is the purpose of the results of this section. 
Proof. The proof that (1) and (2) are equivalent is in [7, 5.3] (although the condition K ⊆ U \ X i was mistakenly left out of the statement in [7] ).
(2) implies (3). Let U be a neighborhood of x 0 and let V , K and g be as in (2) . Let ρ : X → I be a map such that
The conditions (i) and (ii) of (3) clearly hold. To verify condition (iii), let W = ρ −1 (1) . (2) . Let U be a neighborhood of x 0 . By local compactness, we may assume that U is compact. Let h and W be given by (3) 
Proof. There is a proof given in [8, Section 5] for the special case C = A. If that proof is examined, then one finds that the following is established (where d is a metric for X and N δ (S) denotes the δ-neighborhood of a subset S ⊆ X):
For every sufficiently small δ > 0 there is a compact subset L ⊆ X \ A and a stratum preserving deformation
(x, g(x, t)) < δ for each (x, t)) and the image of g is in L.
Given U choose δ > 0 so small that N 2δ (C) has compact closure contained in U . Then (N 2δ (C) ) and g = h|(V \ A) × I satisfy the conclusion. ✷
Adjunctions of manifold stratified spaces
This section contains the main result of this paper in Theorem 6.2 below. An application to subdividing manifold stratified spaces is given in Corollary 6.4. First a special case of the main result is established. 
Proof. The only condition in Definition 2.3 which is not immediately obvious is the Compactly Dominated Local Holinks condition for a point x 0 ∈ Y = Y × {0}. We will verify Lemma 5.1 (3) . Let Y i be the stratum of Y containing x 0 and let U be a neighborhood of x 0 in Z. We may assume that
Since the local holink of x 0 in X is compactly dominated it follows from Lemma 5.1(3) that there is a stratum preserving deformation h :
Then h and g piece together to define a stratum preserving deformation
Thus, k is a deformation which pushes up to the graph of σ and is stratum preserving when restricted to Y × (0, 1) × I . Finally, define
Then H satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.1(3). ✷ 
Proof. For the Forward Tameness condition recall that A is stratified forward tame in X [5] . It follows that Y is stratified forward tame in W , from which the condition follows immediately.
For the Normal Fibrations condition, the only non-trivial case to check is the evaluation q : holink(X i ∪ Y j , Y j ) → Y j where Y j is a stratum of Y and X i is a stratum of X such that X i ∩ A = ∅ and cl(X i ) ∩ A = ∅. It must be shown that q is a fibration. Recall from Corollary 3.5 that the mapping cylinder cyl(f ) is a manifold stratified space with the natural stratification. We use the convention that A × {0} is the top of the cylinder and that A × {1} is identified with Y to form the bottom of the cylinder. Now form the space
by identifying A ⊆ X with the top of cyl(f ). It follows from Lemma 6.1 that Z is a manifold stratified space. Let
be a homotopy lifting problem. There is an induced map g * :
Since A is stratified forward tame in X [5] , there exists a neighborhood U of A in X and a nearly stratum preserving deformation r : U × I → X of U to A in X (in particular, r 0 = inclusion and r 1 (U ) = A). Because of the local nature of the problem we are trying to solve, we may assume that the image of g * is contained in U [14] . Consider the homotopy lifting problem
if t = 0 and holink s denotes the stratified holink [5] .
We must show thatĝ is continuous. For this it suffices to show thatĝ : B × I → cyl(f ) defined byĝ(b, t) =ĝ(b)(t) is continuous. Here are some auxiliary maps which will also be used below. The mapping cylinder collapse cyl(f ) → Y × I is given by c( [z, t] 
Let ρ : X Y → W be the quotient map and letr 1 : U ∪ f Y → Y be the retraction induced by r 1 ; that is,r 1 • ρ| : U Y → Y is f r 1 id Y . We use the continuity criterion of [10] to verify thatĝ is continuous. First,ĝ| :
is given by (b, t) → 1 − t which is continuous. Third, the composition 
H (b, s, t) = π X H (b, t)(s) .
and note that there is a stratified homotopy lifting problem: 
There is a "partial" solution γ :
It follows from [5, §8] that there exists a map u : 
Moreover, we may assume that (4) y 0 / ∈ cl(Image(k 1 )). To see why this last claim can be made, let τ :
Then this deformation has all the properties of k above (with T replaced by τ −1 (1)) as well as item (4) .
We have already proved that W is a homotopically stratified metric space with only finitely many strata. Thus, W \ Y 0 is also such a space. We can use the Stratum Preserving Deformation Extension Theorem [5] to get a stratum preserving deformatioñ 
It will be convenient to extend g to X \ A. To this end, let σ :
Nowg induces a deformation of W \ Y ,
t).
We need one more auxiliary map. Let β : W → I be a map such that:
We are finally in a position to define a deformation which will satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.1 (2) 
In order to verify that h is continuous, the only questionable case concerns a point 1]) ) for sufficiently large n; that is to say, β(k(x n , 1)) = 0. Hence, g (k(x n , 1)(2t n − 1)β(k(x n 1))) =k(x n , 1) for sufficiently large n. Thus, h(x n , t n ) → h(x 0 , t 0 ) as desired.
To see that h 1 (S \ Y 0 ) is contained in some compact subset of U \ Y 0 , use the fact that
). This can be used to finish the proof. ✷
We now give an application to subdividing manifold stratified spaces.
Definition 6.3. Let X be a manifold stratified space with only finitely many strata and let A be a closed union of strata of X. Suppose A is a manifold stratified space with only finitely many strata such that as spaces A = A and each stratum of A is a union of strata of A . Let X be the space with stratification obtained from X by replacing the strata of A by those of A (i.e., X = X; the strata of X are the strata of X \ A and the strata of A ). Then X is called the subdivision of X obtained by subdividing A into A .
Corollary 6.4 (Subdivision).
If X is a subdivision of a manifold stratified space X, then X is a manifold stratified space.
Proof. If X is obtained from X by subdividing A into A , then the identity map id : A → A is obviously an MSAF and X = X ∪ id A . Hence, Proposition 6.2 applies. ✷
Partial MSAFs, local MSAFs and restrictions of MSAFs over open subsets
This section contains some applications of the mapping cylinder characterization Theorem 3.4 and the adjunction Theorem 6.2 which will be used in [9] . Propositions 7.3 and 7.4 are stratified analogues of results known for approximate fibrations (cf. Proof. Since Y is the adjunction space
it follows from Proposition 6.2 that Y is a manifold stratified space. According to Theorem 3.4 cyl(f ) is homotopically stratified and it suffices to show that cyl(q) is a homotopically stratified. But pairs of strata in cyl(q) for which the Forward Tameness and Normal Fibrations conditions need to be checked correspond to pairs of strata in cyl(f ) or in cyl(id X ) for which the conditions hold. ✷
Here is a closely related result. 
Proposition 7.2 (Unions of MSAFs

